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Recent research by Gibbs and Dean (2015) reports that Open Days are the prime information source not only for trustworthiness but also for usefulness in student decision making. The University of Strathclyde Open Days are always well attended events, attracting over 6000 visitors in 2014. However, initial research revealed disparity in attendance by SIMD quintile, with fewer attendees from more disadvantaged areas.

What is SIMD?

The Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation is a tool for measuring various levels of deprivation within Scotland. It considers data from across seven domains and ranks areas of Scotland into 6976 datazones, with roughly 760 people resident per datazone. These can then be ranked into quintiles, with quintile 1 being the most disadvantaged and quintile 5 the least disadvantaged. Universities calculate SIMD quintiles based upon the home postcode of each individual.

Identifying schools to participate

Two schools were identified locally which had high concentrations of SIMD quintile 1 zones in the surrounding areas. The maps below show both participating schools: the yellow balloon indicators highlight the schools; whereas the areas in red indicate SIMD quintile 1 zones.

In addition to being situated within these areas of multiple deprivation, data from the Scottish Government also showed that few numbers of pupils from these schools tend to progress to Higher Education, providing an additional impetus to work with these students.
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Key barriers

Lack of awareness • Time constraints • Socio-economic issues • Information sources

...they said like being able to afford to actually travel, transport itself there’s not really any...

...a lot of them [teachers] will tell you it’s important for a personal statement but as soon as you try to leave their class they’re like ‘no’...that’s a step too far!

...that’s the biggest barrier! Not knowing when it is.

...they kinda feel as if like they don’t belong if they go on their own and they’ll find it a kinda struggle to interact and engage with people.

A lot of people in sixth year especially have like part time jobs and they feel as if Saturday is like a work day almost where they can get some money.

Schools: coordinate trips to Open Days, addressing concerns of time constraints and socio-economic issues.

Councils: investigate funding options to support schools to attend Open Days, addressing socio-economic issues.

Universities: more targeted promotion and demystification, addressing lack of awareness and information sources concerns.